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Driven by the improvements on performance and cost, new generations of  
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) memory devices such as SRAM, 
DRAM, and Flash have been aggressively scaled down to the deca-nanometer regime 
and beyond. Continued advancement of the CMOS technologies reduces the feature 
size and pitch and lowers the supply voltage to constrain power consumption. Cells 
and systems based on these devices are becoming more susceptible to process 
variations and transistor mismatches, causing various scaling challenges. On the other 
hand, researchers have recently demonstrated that inherent manufacturing variations 
can be exploited to authenticate an IC instance or generate unique secrets for each 
chip. This primitive is named physical unclonable functions (PUFs). In this work, we 
first study the impact of process variations on the 22nm prototype SRAM performance 
and stability caused by random dopant fluctuation (RDF), which is one of the 
dominant variation sources for sub-100nm devices. Hybrid SRAM-DRAM with cross 
capacitors is then designed and investigated for multi-bit storage, mismatch tolerance, 
and disturb stabilization capabilities, which help mitigate the severe scaling challenges 
in density, performance and stability. Finally, variation sources behind Flash PUF 
(FPUF) are decomposed and characterized to provide theoretical foundations for better 
implementation and utilization in security applications. Algorithms to improve the 
FPUF consistency and entropy are also discussed.
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1.1   CMOS Device Variations and Scaling Effects 
1.1.1 Background on CMOS Variability 
Several decades of rapid growth in electronic industry has been predominately 
driven by the drastic device scaling in complementary metal oxide semiconductor 
(CMOS) technology. Because of its limiting effects in both performance and overall 
chip yield, variability in CMOS device has always been a key topic in circuit and 
system designs [1]. New generations of CMOS memory devices, such as static random 
access memory (SRAM), dynamic random access memory (DRAM), and Flash non-
volatile memory (NVM), have been aggressively scaled down to the deca-nanometer 
regime and beyond,  due to requirements on revenue and performance [1-3].  This 
decrease in device feature size results in ever increasing processing complexities, thus 
introducing new variation sources that can no longer be overlooked.  
Variability in CMOS memory device refers to the amount of deviation from 
the intended value of a particular design parameter. In the past, the variability mainly 
came from imperfect control of the fabrication process, and the majority of the device 
performance variations exist between lot to lot (L2L) and wafer to wafer (W2W) [4]. 
Because device feature sizes are gigantic at that time (over microns), variation within 
a die (WID) was relatively small. Sources of variation were more of a global nature 
rather than local fluctuations. However, radical scaling of the CMOS devices has 
changed the statistical nature of the variation sources significantly. Non-lithographic 
issues such as WID layout dependent variations and device to device fluctuations have 
become the important contributors to the overall device reliability problems [4]. For 
instance, intrinsic device variations, such as discrete random dopant fluctuation (RDF) 
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and line edge roughness (LER), are dominating the process variation for sub-100nm 
devices. Thus, manufacturing problems, together with atomistic and quantum-
mechanical limitations at nanometer regime [5], introduce device variability that can 
no longer be controlled through advancement in lithography [6] or mitigated through 
conventional corner-based design approaches [1]. 3-D ―atomistic‖ studies are required 
in the TCAD simulations [5] in order to gain better understandings of the new major 
variation sources. Novel approaches in dealing with and utilizing CMOS device 
variability have become main topics for current researchers and designers [7-9].  
This study will be focusing on understanding, mitigating and utilizing 
variability in CMOS memory devices. An overview of the CMOS variations is 
presented in this chapter, and a simple classification is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. From the 
graph, the variation sources include ones originated from the manufacture process, 
such as spatial, layout and random intrinsic device variations, as well as variations in 
the field, such as stress-induced variations and dynamic variations. 
 
1.1.2 Manufacture Variations: Spatial and Layout 
Manufacture variation refers to the device fluctuations introduced during the 
Figure 1.1 Classification of various sources for CMOS devices variability. 
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original fabrication process. For the purpose of circuit and system design, the 
manufacturing variations can be classified into two main categories: systematic and 
random. Systematic differences in CMOS devices usually display a consistent mean 
value shift in the sensitive design parameters originated through spatial and layout 
dependent variations [10], which can be caused by numerous non-uniformity that are 
common for the wafer manufacture process using the same recipe or in the same 
environment. These spatial and layout variations will result in identical groups of 
devices to behave differently at different die or wafer locations, and can often be 
controlled to an extent through better fabrication techniques and resolutions [10]. 
Random variations, on the other hand, come from intrinsic device parameters that 
cannot be fully eliminated through current design techniques, and can result in 
unpredictable variations between identical devices regardless of their locations.  
While these relationships are more of a common knowledge for the process people, 
they are usually not well explained to the circuit and system designers. In order to 
better account for the variability in the design process, it is necessary to distinguish 
systematic deviations in parameter values from ones originated from random sources 
[11]. 
Spatial variations can be generated through the deposition process, photo-
resist spinning, reticle imperfections and etching [10, 12-14], and the effects often 
consist of similar parameter gradient across the wafer fields, such as gate dimensions 
and layer thickness [4,6]. Layout dependent variations, on the other hand, can cause 
groups of identical devices adjacent to each other with two different layouts to exhibit 
vastly different characteristics, even when the spatial factor should be negligible [10]. 
At the same time, instances with same layout often show high correlations in their 
electronic performances, regardless if they are close or not. Factors contributing to the 
layout variations include optical-proximity correction (OPC), phase-shift masking 
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(PSM) layout-induced strain and well-proximity effect [15], which can manifested as 
fluctuations in channel length, channel width, layer thickness, resistivity, average 
doping density and body effect [14, 16-18].  Therefore, spatial variation can be 
isolated by looking at the parameter gradient across wafer field between several 
wafers, and layout induced variability can be identified through consistent systematic 
parameter fluctuations between chips with the same layout designs. In general, spatial 
and layout variability are relatively predictable, and can thus be modeled as a function 
of deterministic factors such as surrounding topological environment and layout 
structures [19]. 
 
1.1.3 Manufacture Variations: Intrinsic Device Variations  
Different from the systematic variations caused by spatial and layout aspects, 
local random variability often rises from the intrinsic device parameters that cannot be 
fully duplicated through current fabrication techniques. Random variations can cause 
significant deviation between identical devices, even if their locations are close to each 
other. Major intrinsic variation sources include discrete random dopant fluctuations 
(RDF), line edge roughness (LER), poly-silicon granularity (PSG), and line width 
roughness (LWR) [15]. These individual device differences are unpredictable and 
usually quantified through statistic studies [20-24]. As a result, process corner-based 
design methodologies, where verification is only performed at a small number of tail 
devices, may become insufficient for correct performance considerations [1]. 
Fig. 1.2 illustrates the effect and location of RDF and LER in a metal oxide 
semiconductor (MOS) device. RDF refers to the random fluctuation of the relatively 
small number of dopants and their discrete microscopic arrangement in the channel 
region, which will lead to significant variations in threshold voltage (   ) and drive 
current (  ) [5 [27]. Random dopant fluctuation is particularly serious for minimum 
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geometry device and cells such as Flash and SRAM, because aggressive scaling of the 
CMOS devices can drastically reduce the number of dopant atoms in the channel 
region of these transistors. 
LER is introduced through patterning with non-ideal gate edges [25-27], as 
shown in the Fig 1.2. When photolithography uses light source with wavelength much 
larger than the minimum feature size [21], gate variation due to LER can be 
exacerbated. Diffraction of the light can cause additional distortions due to optical 
proximity effect (OPE) [27-29], and is one of the major concerns when defining 
critical dimensions (CD) [27, 30, 31]. As scaling continues into the deca-nanometer 
regime, LER will not scale accordingly, and become an increasingly larger fraction of 
the overall process variations. 
For devices that incorporate poly-silicon gate, PSG increases as technology 
scales, and the non-uniformity in gate doping exacerbates as well [7, 32, 33]. This is 
because gate dopant diffusion can be enhanced along the grain boundaries (GBs), 
leading to localized penetration of dopants through the gate oxide, migrating into the 
channel region. The most significant effect of PSG is thought to be Fermi-level 
Figure 1.2 Schematic of Random dopant fluctuation (RDF) and line edge roughness 
(LER) in a MOS transistor. 
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pinning between grains due to defect states, and thus introduces substantial gate local 
potential variations [15]. 
LWR or channel width variation is similar to LER but focuses on the 
transistor channel width variability caused by lithography limitations. Devices with 
LWR usually suffer from narrow-width effects (NEW) [34]. However, since the width 
of the device is typically much larger than the gate length, the contribution of LWR on 
is often considered not as significant as LER [34]. 
There are also several other factors that can contribute to the overall device 
variability, although currently not important enough to compete with aforementioned 
variation sources. Some of them include mobility fluctuations and gate oxide thickness 
(   ) variations [15].  Mobility fluctuation can change a transistor‘s drive current, 
which is the result of several complex physical mechanisms, such as fluctuations in 
effective fields, fixed oxide charges, doping, and inversion layers [25]. Gate oxide 
fluctuation can affect many device characteristics, in particular    . However, since 
    is one of the best controlled parameters in CMOS devices, its effect on 
    variation is not substantial. 
 
1.1.4  Variation in the Field: Stress-induced Variations 
In addition to the spatial, layout and intrinsic device fluctuations which are 
time-independent variation sources, highly scaled MOS based devices are subject to 
degradation over time due to long-term stress and device aging [1]. This kind of 
variability caused by field operation is referred to as variation in the field.  Stress-
induced variability factors such as stress-induced leakage current (SILC) and bias 
temperature instability (BTI) are generated through significant amount of defects 
inside the device structures, which can change their electrical characteristics and 
compromise the specifications required for the respective electronic components [35].   
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These degradations in integrity and reliability of MOSFETs and Non-volatile memory 
(NVM) devices have become a topic of great importance for modern day researchers 
and designers [35, 36].  
SILC refers to the increase in gate leakage current due to the two-step trap 
assisted tunneling (TAT) mechanism enabled by the available energy states, as shown 
in Fig. 1.3. These energy states are caused by the stress-induced defects, which are 
generated when carriers are injected across the thin tunnel oxide during repetitive 
operations. High field stress can produce damages and break atomic bonds in the 
molecular structure of the silicon dioxide, thus generating available states in the gap of 
the oxide energy band [37].  These defect states are commonly known as the bulk 
oxide traps. TAT is thus enabled by the presence of these stress-induced defects, and 
gate current can be considerably enhanced in the MOS structure, particularly at low 
filed, which is a major reliability concern for both transistors and Flash devices [37]. 
More specifically, stress induced oxide traps can generate conductive percolation 
paths that yield to the discharge of the FG, which can severely hamper the retention 
Figure 1.3 (a) Schematic of stress-induced leakage current (SILC) mechanism in 
Flash. (b) Illustration on trap assisted tunneling mechanism. 
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characteristics of the floating gate memory devices as well [38, 39]. 
An additional degradation mechanism also exists in MOS devices, which is 
called bias temperature instability (BTI).  While SILC has been studied extensively, 
BTI has received relatively less attention, even though it is one of the earliest 
identified reliability problems [40, 41]. This is not because BTI has been fully 
understood, but because in modern MOS integrated circuit (IC), this effect has been 
greatly reduced through process control [42]. However, recent experimental results 
[43] have shown that the BTI can still make a considerable contribution to the 
degradation of MOS devices with small feature size, which is why it is worth 
mentioning about. 
Different from SILC, where defects are usually generated near the silicon 
and oxide interface [44, 45] and/or in the bulk gate oxide [46], BTI is induced within a 
few tens of nanometers below the interface [41], and the resulted     shift can 
recover slightly after the stressing condition is removed. However, it has been found 
that the recovering time is in the range of millisecond to second range, which 
complicates the process of accurately measure the BTI effects.  Therefore, it is quite 
difficult to experimentally separate BTI from SILC. BTIs are usually categorized as 
negative BTI (NBTI) and positive BTI (PBTI). Although NBTI are more studied due 
to its severity in PMOS devices [47], effects of PBTI cannot be easily ignore either 
[42]. 
In addition to all these prominent time-dependent degradation factors, there 
are still other aging effects existed for MOS devices, such as hot carrier injection (HCI) 
[35] and time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) [48]. 
 
1.1.5 Dynamic variations: Random Telegraph Noise 
Random telegraph noise (RTN), also known as random telegraph signals 
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(RTS) [49, 50], is an additional random intrinsic variation source that is universal to 
all CMOS devices.  Significantly different from RDF, RTN is a time-dependent 
phenomenon with relatively large time constants and much fewer charges involved 
[49]. RTN is caused by the random trapping and de-trapping of channel carriers in the 
dielectric traps happening at the oxide interface, as shown in Fig. 1.4 (a) [50]. Fig. 
1.4(b) illustrates the resulted      manifested as fluctuations between two or more 
distinct levels, depending on the trap energy [35].  Taking care of the RTN noise 
have always been an important part for analog and radio frequency circuits [51].  As 
CMOS technology scales down, role of RTN increases significantly for minimum 
feature devices such as SRAM [49, 50, 52] and Flash [53] due to the reduction in the 
number of channel carriers. 
RTN behavior can be identified through its unique 1/f
2
 spectrum density 
(PSD) characteristic especially at low frequencies [54, 55], as depicted in Fig. 1.4 (c) . 
Capture and emission time constants (   and     can be used to acquire information 
of the trap energy levels [56, 57]. With multi-level RTN due to the activation of 
Figure 1.4 Schematic of (a) random telegraph noise mechanism, (b) measured signal 
and (c) its power spectrum signature with 1/f
2
 characteristic. 
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multiple traps near the quasi-Fermi level, the PSD usually display the 1/f signature 
with frequency power coefficient ranging between 1 to 2 [54, 58]. 
 
1.2 Major Variation Sources for Sub-100nm Devices 
Random variation sources such as oxide layer thickness change, dopant 
fluctuations, and other lithographic dimension deviations have been examined 
extensively through literature [1, 4, 6, 10]. Among these factors, RDF and LER [59] 
are considered to be the predominant intrinsic variation sources in today‘s electronic 
devices, since they contribute to the majority of the threshold voltage fluctuations in 
sub-100nm CMOS devices. Many groups have attempted to estimate the total 
percentage variability contributions of these two factors by comparing measured data 
to simulation [5, 60].  It is reported that RDF alone can contribute to approximately 
65% of the overall 65nm NMOS       [64]. Circuits and systems that rely on 
minimum feature devices or relative device matching may have their functionality and 
performances severely affected by these kinds of process variations, such as SRAM 
and Flash memory [65]. 
As illustrated in Fig. 1.5, for sub-100nm technologies, RDF is the dominant 
factor between the two due to     sensitivity to the drastically reduced channel dopant 
number.  Due to the discreteness of atoms, a statistical random fluctuation is 
associated with the number of dopant within a limited volume, which follows a 
Poisson distribution [25]. The severity of the RDF effect on     can thus be examined. 
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. 
Figure 1.5  RDF and LER contributions to       for sub-100nm regime, which is 
directly related to     . RDF is dominating before device channel length reduces to 
40nm; after 40nm, LER starts to become a serious contender [61-63]. 
 
Figure 1.6 RDF induced      scaling trend for sub-100nm MOS devices. The 
corresponding channel dopant number is also presented [59, 61, 67].  
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For instance, if a transistor has total of N number of dopants in its depletion,   
according to Poisson‘s distribution, the standard deviation of channel dopant from 
device to device follows σN= √N.  When N is on the order of hundreds, σN/N can 
be substantial. Since     of MOSFET devices is directly related to the ionization of 
the channel dopant, any slight variation in the dopant number or small change in the 
dopant placement can cause a significant     fluctuation as shown in Fig. 1.6. Many 
simulation and measurement studies have been focusing on RDF effects [66], and an 
analytical formula have been concluded.  It is demonstrated that RDF induced       
fluctuations follows a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation follows equation 
1.1.  
          
    
   
√
   
         
                          (1.1)       
Where q is the electron charge, and      is oxide permittivity. N is the channel dopant 
concentration, and      is the tunnel oxide thickness. Weff and Leff are the channel 
width and length for the MOSFET respectively, where Wd is the depletion layer width 
[68]. 
Equation 1.1 shows that    fluctuation due to RDF effect is inversely 
proportional to the square root of the device area, which is why it is especially 
sensitive in area constraint devices such as SRAM and aggressively scaled Flash. We 
traditionally rely on regular TCAD simulations with continuous doping profiles and 
compact models to quantify RDF in circuit analysis, but such methods become 
incorrect as the minimum feature size of a transistor is approaching the characteristic 
length of these atom-level effects. Instead, 3D Monte-Carlo atomistic simulations 
become necessary in order to achieve adequate accuracy [36]. Many modeling 
methods have been attempted, but today‘s computing power is still insufficient for 
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carrying out 3-D ―atomistic‖ simulations on a large statistical scale [5].  Therefore, it 
is impossible to perfectly model the statistics of the RDF induced threshold voltage 
variation, let alone modeling the exact dopant placement with different device location 
combinations. 
LER on the other hand, has caused little worry in the past since the critical 
dimensions of MOS devices were orders of magnitude larger than the edge roughness. 
However, it has been found that the percentage variations in transistor drive current 
and    caused by LER increases as device size shrinks, which are directly related to 
the short-channel effect (SCE) and drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) [34]. 
 
1.3   Impact of Process Variations on Memory Devices  
1.3.1   Circuit and System Performance Degradation in SRAM    
Many aspects of electronic manufacture and design are affected by the 
increase in memory device variability [69]. While process variation degrades 
performance and increases leakage in logic, its impact on SRAM and Flash is even 
stronger.  High-density SRAM is ubiquitous for most modern ICs, and is one of the 
key design parameters used when technology advances. Its minimum feature size is 
constraint by the ever increasing requirement on the cache size, which generates 
significant leakage power [1]. Decrease in the supply voltage has exacerbated the 
variation impact on the SRAM functionality and manifested as reductions in static 
noise margins (SNM) and read current noise margin (SINM) [70]. These are the major 
challenges SRAM design faces. 
                       
1.3.2   Increased threshold voltage variations as Flash memory scales 
 Reference to Fig 1.3 (a), due to additional floating gate and control dielectric, 
Flash device fluctuations are more severe compared to conventional logic devices due 
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to the loss of gate control to the channel.  The threshold voltage variation measured 
from the control gate is the floating gate variation divided by the coupling ratio, 
therefore resulting in a larger     . The relationship of     between logic device and 
Flash in the same technology node is depicted in equation 2, where      is the 
coupling ratio [3].  
 
                                                 (1.2) 
1.3.3  Methods Employed to Mitigate the Impact of Process Variations 
The most critical challenge of variability increase is the development and 
utilization of the variability reduction methods. These methods range from pure 
process mitigation techniques, pure design mitigation techniques, and a combination 
of process-design mitigation techniques. 
Pure process mitigation technique, by the name, refers to the improvement in 
the fabrication process in order to reduce the variability. For instance, RDF effect can 
be described by equation 1, which shows that decreasing in channel doping number 
and oxide thickness could theoretically reduce      . However in reality, this 
improvement in      as device scales down never happens. The reason is the formula 
never accounts for the increased gate leakage current due to thinner oxide and larger 
amount of oxide/interface defects, which is why industry decide to introduce high- κ 
dielectric and metal gate combination to help mitigating the impact of RDF and in 
hopes of enabling a return to the original scaling trend [7]. 
Pure design mitigation techniques, on the other hand, are trying to alleviate or 
remove the variability effect by using additional operations or different circuit/system 
designs without alter the fabrication technology itself. One of the design approaches 
for SRAM is using the dynamic forward body bias (FBB) to reduce leakage power, 
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where N-well is partially discharged 1 cycle before the word line (WL) by a 
programmable pulse [8]. Write and read assist circuits for SRAM is another example 
of mitigation method used to reduce the conflict between read and write operations in 
order to allow a lower supply voltage [71]. 
Combination process-design mitigation techniques are the ones that utilize the 
cooperation between process and design. One of the well-known methods in this 
category is when the industry decided to change the topology of SRAM from a ―tall‖ 
design to a ―wide‖ design [72]. This is due to the fact that the ―wide‖ design provides 
better control on the critical dimensions for the fabrication process by aligning the 
poly in a single direction, therefore eliminating the diffusion corners, and relaxing the 
patterning constraints [7]. 
 
1.4   Chapter Organization 
This dissertation intends to give in-depth analysis on process variability of 
CMOS memory devices by looking through 3D atomistic simulations, new mitigation 
technique and application. Chapter 2 illustrates the impact of RDF on the functionality 
and energy performance of a prototype 22nm SRAM. Monte Carlo technique is used 
instead of traditional TCAD methods to simulate individual transistor responses. 
Mixed mode simulations are then incorporated for cell level characterization.  
Chapter 3 introduces a hybrid SRAM-DRAM cell with cross capacitors that does not 
only help with SINM improvement, but also allows multi-bit storage for better 
memory performance.  Chapter 4 characterizes the unique Flash Physical Unclonable 
Function (FPUF), which utilizes intrinsic variations in Flash memory to achieve 
security applications. Additional work on probing the orbital levels of engineered 
fullerenic molecules from a NVM cell is summarized in Chapter 5. Finally, 
conclusions and suggestions for future work will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2 
IMPACT OF RDF ON 22NM SRAM NOISE MARGINS 
 
2.1   Abstract 
Impact of RDF on the static noise margin (SNM) and read current margin 
(SINM) of a prototype 22nm six- transistor (6T) SRAM was investigated using TCAD 
modeling. Individual device statistics of threshold voltages (   ) and transport related 
parameters were first extracted for NFETs and PFETs. SNM and SINM characteristics 
of the corresponding SRAM cells were then analyzed. Two methods to emulate the 
impact of RDF were simulated — modulating gate work function, and uniform scaling 
of the continuum dopant distribution; compared to RDF devices, both methods 
underestimate     and SNM variations. SNM and SINM tail distributions are also 
analyzed for design considerations. 
 
2.2   Introduction 
Driven by the improvements on performance and cost of today's integrated 
circuits, new generations of  SRAM cells are  being aggressively scaled down to 
22nm technology node and beyond [1]. Continued advancement in the CMOS 
technologies reduce the feature sizes closer to atomic dimensions, lowering supply 
voltage and power consumption. Cells and systems based on such devices are 
becoming more susceptible to variations and mismatches, causing various scaling 
challenges [2]. One of the most pronounced scaling effect is the     variations caused 
by random dopant fluctuation (RDF) in the channel region [3, 4]. 
RDF effect, as mentioned in Chapter 1,  refers to the microscopic variations 
in the discrete number and arrangement of the channel dopant as device feature 
shrinks down dramatically [5, 6]. The effect was first explored in the seventies [4], and 
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later recognized to be the major contributor to device variations at sub-100nm 
dimensions [7, 8].  Since RDF is entirely intrinsic and cannot be eliminated through 
careful control of the fabrication process, it has become the functionality bottleneck 
for minimum-feature device, such as area-constrained SRAM cells [9]. 
In this study, dopant fluctuations were introduced into a prototype 22nm 6T 
SRAM cell using Monte Carlo techniques. The statistics of threshold voltages and 
transport related parameters of individual devices were first extracted and presented in 
section 2.3. SNM and SINM characteristics of the corresponding SRAM cells were 
then analyzed using mixed mode simulation and summarized in section 2.4. Two 
alternative approaches—gate work function modulation, and uniform scaling of the 
continuum dopant distribution—were also studied to assess how well they can emulate 
the impact of RDF. 
 
2.3   Individual Transistor Simulations 
2.3.1   Simulation and Analysis Methodologies   
Fig.2.1 illustrates the cross section of a prototype 22nm planar device 
employed in this study, with an instance of RDF doping profile. Statistical 
characteristics were analyzed individually for Pull-down (PD) NFET, Pull-up (PU) 
PFET, and Pass-gate (PG) NFET. Process simulations were performed in TSUPREM-
4 [10] using a prototype process flow to generate the nominal device structures. RDF 
was then introduced into the nominal structure with Monte Carlo simulated doping 
profiles assuming Poisson distributions for the dopants. 
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2.3.2   Threshold Voltage Distributions 
The resulting linear and saturation threshold voltage distributions of PD NFET 
are shown in Fig.2.2 as an example. The structure parameters and the corresponding 
Figure 2.1 Cross section of the prototype 22nm NFET device with an instance of 
Monte Carlo introduced discrete random dopant fluctuation in the channel. 
 
Figure 2.2  a) linear threshold voltage distribution b) saturation threshold voltage 
distribution of RDF Pull-down NFETs referenced to nominal device results. 
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statistical     results of all three types of devices are summarized in Table 2.1.  As 
device width shrinks down, the amount of channel dopant drops, making the device-
to-device fluctuations in discrete doping profile more prominent. Therefore, PU PFET, 
with the smallest geometries and dopant number, shows the largest threshold voltage 
variation (σ   ) among the three.  
 
Table 2.1 Standard deviations of threshold voltages for RDF devices at both linear 








Two alternative approaches were investigated to understand how well the 
effects of RDF could be emulated without using discrete doping profiles.  Gate work 
function modulation (WF) and continuum channel dopant scaling (Continuum) were 
performed. Threshold voltage variations were extracted for all three devices using 
both methods. Gate work function scaling captures σ    of RDF effect by varying the 
gate work function of the nominal device, so that the resulting threshold voltage range 
is the same as that of the simulated RDF devices. This is the most intuitive way to 
imitate the threshold voltage variations in RDF without considering the doping 
number or location in the channel. Scaling the channel dopant (Continuum), on the 
other hand, accounts for the differences in the number of channel dopants; however, it 
does not consider the discreteness of the dopant or the random dopant arrangement in 
space. 
Device Width σVtlin (mV) σVtsat (mV) 
Pull Down NFET 8L 16.6 17.6 
Pass Gate NFET 5L 17.5 17.6 
Pull Up PFET 3L 28.4 36.7 
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Figure 2.3 Saturation ∆    vs linear ∆    referenced to the nominal device values 
for all three devices: RDF, Continuum and WF. An average     shift was observed 
between RDF devices and Continuum devices. 
 
Figure 2.4  DIBL vs linear     for all three cases. DIBL of WF devices only 
showed 1mV fluctuations which was caused by the granularity of data extraction. 
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2.3.3   Transport Characteristics 
The linear/saturation     and carrier transport related properties such as drain-
induced barrier lowering (DIBL) and overdrive current (Iodlin) were summarized in 
Fig. 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. Since DIBL and on resistance (Ron) are affected by 
doping variations, Continuum devices captured DIBL/Ron better than WF devices. 
In addition, a shift in     exists between the Continuum and RDF devices, 
which is evident in Fig. 2.3. This phenomenon was first observed in [7], where the 
average shift of the threshold voltage was attributed to the inhomogeneity of channel 
potential due to the randomness and discreteness of the channel dopants.  In Fig. 2.6, 
an instance of potential barrier vs channel location was graphed out for the nominal 
and RDF devices having the same number of channel dopants at threshold voltage 
bias. It is clear to see that due to the random dopant distribution, the potential barrier 
Figure 2.5 Linear overdrive current vs linear ∆   . WF devices showed no     
dependency due to unvaried channel doping profile. 
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profile of the RDF device fluctuates along the channel region, causing the maximum 
barrier height to be lower than that of the Continuum device, in spite of the fact that 
they have the same number of channel dopants. 
 
2.4   Mixed Mode SRAM Simulation 
2.4.1   Mixed Mode Simulation Methodologies 
 The stability and reliability of SRAM cells during read and write operations 
are often characterized by the noise margins that need to be maintained [9, 11]. The 
benchmarks for accessing the SRAM cell stability are usually the static noise margin 
(SNM) and current noise margin (SINM) during read operation [4, 5, 6], during which 
the cell states are most vulnerable to external signal perturbations. SNM is the 
Figure 2.6 Potential barrier at threshold voltage bias for nominal and RDF devices 
having the same number of channel dopant. Inserts: example of a a) nominal and b) 
RDF device doping profile. 
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maximum tolerable DC noise voltage at a storage node without causing a read 
disturbance, while SINM is determined from an N-curve measurement [12].  
In the mixed mode simulation, RDF, WF and Continuum devices are used 
individually to create their corresponding SRAM groups. For RDF SRAMs, each of 
PD, PG and PU contributes 200 devices into the device selection pool with a naturally 
Gaussian distribution in     due to the Monte Carlo generated doping profiles, and 
the devices are then randomly selected to form the desired SRAM cells.  The WF 
device pool was created by using the nominal device threshold voltage as the 
average    , and the RDF σ    was used to calculate the range of work function 
required. The WF SRAM cells were then randomly selected from the device pool with 
the same Guassian probability seen in the RDF devices. Instead of matching the σ   , 
the Continuum devices used the nominal device doping profile as the average device 
doping profile, and the RDF dopant distribution to obtain the range of amount of 
channel dopant required. Again, the dopant numbers follow the same distribution as 
the RDF case.  
 
 
2.4.2   Static Noise Margin (SNM) and Read Current Noise Margin (SINM) 
22nm 6T SRAMs were then set up using RDF, Continuum, or WF devices. 
The SNM and SINM were simulated using sample size of 1000; statistic results are 
illustrated in Fig. 2.7. It is interesting to see that, in spite of the fact that only 
Continuum devices were able to capture DIBL and Ron variations, SRAMs built using 
Continuum and WF devices showed similar distribution in SNM and SINM; however, 
neither of the simpler methods predicted the same results as that of the RDF cells. 
In addition, since there is an average threshold voltage shift between the mean 
RDF and the nominal device, the comparison between RDF and the other two cases 
may be distorted.  In order to eliminate the contribution from this average     shift 
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and focus only on the RDF effect, a new group of SRAM cells having the same 
average     as RDF was simulated.  Since previously WF and Continuum sets are 
seen to show similar results in SNM and SINM variations, shifted WF devices were 
chosen over shifted channel doping devices to investigate this effect for a simpler 
simulation scheme. The results are shown in Fig. 2.8. With lower    , shifted WF 
devices showed a slightly smaller SNM and larger SINM; however, σSNM and 
σSINM remained the same as the original WF SRAMs. The results indicate that 
shifting the average threshold voltage without considering the dopant distribution 
cannot recreate the RDF results. Standard deviation of the standard deviation (SoS) is 
used to evaluate the difference in variations among the four cases to assess if they are 
significant enough to be seen as statistically different. Shifted WF SRAMs, despite 
having the same average     and σ    as the RDF devices, still have a smaller 
standard deviation. The SoS confirms that the differences among of the four SRAM 
sets are significant (over 3σ), as seen in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2 a) SNM and b) SINM variations for SRAMs composed of RDF, 
Continuum, WF and shifted WF devices.  
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Figure 2.7  SRAMs composed of WF and Continuum devices show similar SNM 
and SINM, and both are larger than RDF cells. 
 
Figure 2.8  SNM and SINM for SRAMs composed of RDF, WF and Shifted WF 
devices. 
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2.4.3   Tail Distributions of SNM and SINM for Design Considerations 
Tail distributions of SNM and SINM are plotted in Fig. 2.9 (a) and (b) 
respectively. It is clear that due to the discrete nature of the RDF effect, the tail 
distributions are more accurately modeled through Poisson distributions rather than 
normal distributions. The results are much longer lower tails, which are critical for 
circuit and system designer. This is because these extreme cases set the lower bound 
for the device performance, and is becoming a limiting factor for yield.  
 
2.5   Conclusion 
TCAD modeling of RDF impact on a prototype 22nm 6T SRAM is presented 
in this paper. Statistics of     variations and transport related parameters were 
obtained for individual types of devices. Two methods to emulate the RDF effect were 
investigated—scaling of the continuum dopant distribution, and gate work function 
modulation. Since the Continuum devices contained some channel doping information, 
Figure 2.9 Lower tail distributions for (a) SNM and (b) SINM of 22nm prototype 
SRAM with both normal and Poisson curve fittings.  
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they were able to capture DIBL and Ron better than WF devices, however, neither 
could reproduce the RDF effect adequately. Mixed mode simulations were then 
employed to simulated 6T SRAM cells composed of three different types of devices, 
and the corresponding SNM and SINM characteristics were extracted. Continuum and 
WF devices showed similar SNM/σSNM and SINM/σSINM, in spite of the fact that 
Continuum devices were able to deliver DIBL & Ron variations. From a statistical 
point of view, in order to accurately examine the effect of random dopant fluctuations 
within the 22nm SRAM cell, full scale Monte Carlo simulated doping profile is 
necessary. WF and Continuum devices are only capable of showing the general trend, 
but neither method was seen to emulate the RDF effect satisfactorily. 
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CHAPTER 3 
HYBRID SRAM-DRAM WITH CROSS CAPACITORS FOR MULTI-BIT 
STORAGE AND DISTURB STABILIZATION 
 
3.1   Abstract 
The hybrid SRAM-DRAM memory cell with cross capacitors is investigated 
for multi-bit storage and disturb stabilization capabilities. The design enables 
nanosecond internal context switching between SRAM and DRAM without accessing 
the external bus, thus improving data bandwidth and power consumption. The cross 
capacitor is also naturally differential and can stabilize SRAM read disturb when the 
same information is stored between SRAM and DRAM. How the two functions 
(storing multiple bits and perturb stabilization) can be both assigned and realized 
during operations is briefly discussed. Limitation of using conventional noise margin 
metric for the hybrid cell is characterized. Both N-curve and transient current noise 
margins are employed to evaluate the disturb immunity. 
 
3.2    Introduction and Motivation 
SRAM and DRAM are the predominant technologies used to implement 
memory in computer systems. Aggressively scaled SRAM cells dissipate considerable 
amount of static power [1, 2]. On the other hand, DRAM, although slower in access 
speed, can have higher density and more efficient energy consumption even 
considering refreshing operations. Integrating SRAM and DRAM into hybrid cells can 
potentially achieve faster access time, smaller area and less power [2, 3]. As feature 
size shrinks down into nanometer regime, device variability also becomes more 
severe, which significantly reduces SRAM reliability. In addition, in order to lower 
power consumption, the supply voltage needs to be scaled further, making SRAM 
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more vulnerable to various disturbs and mismatches. In this paper, we investigate a 
hybrid SRAM-DRAM cell [4] that allows nanosecond internal context switching 
between SRAM and DRAM branches with retention time longer than 10‘s 
milliseconds. The system advantages of the large hybrid memory bank were 
investigated in [4], and here we present the in-depth circuit analysis from 65nm 
technology. Scaling effect is also discussed through comparison with other technology 
cells. Having a DRAM cross capacitor that is inherently differential between the 
complementary bit lines does not only allows the hybrid cell to store multiple bits, but 
can also be used to stabilize read disturb and soft errors. Read current noise margin is 
used as the read stability metric for the hybrid cell, and is evaluated through both the 
conventional N-curve method [5] and transient current noise analysis. 
 
3.3   Hybrid Cell Structure  
Fig. 3.1 (a) and (b) illustrate two types of hybrid SRAM-DRAM cells. A 
typical six-transistor (6T) SRAM cell is augmented with either N pairs of traditional 
1T1C DRAM cells, or equivalently N branches of 2T-1C DRAM cells across the Q 
and Qb nodes. The latter is preferred design that does not only save half of the 
required capacitances due to miller effect, but also eliminates additional capacitor 
mismatches. Each 2T1C DRAM branch consists of one cross capacitor and two pass 
transistors controlled by the enable (EN) signal. This configuration allows one hybrid 
cell to store the same amount of data as N regular SRAM cells, which increases the 
effective bit density and decreases static leakage. An implementation example of GPU 
register files shows 38% area reduction and 68% energy savings when compared with 
conventional SRAM designs [4]. 
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3.4   SRAM-DRAM Hybrid Cell Operations 
3.4.1   Regular Operations 
EN signals are turned off at regular operations to put DRAMs in retention. The 
cell then resembles a typical 6T SRAM cell bearing extra capacitive load at Q and Qb, 
which increases the SRAM access delay slightly, but improves the stability against 
disturbance and soft errors if one or more DRAM branches storing the same 
information as SRAM are turned ON. EN signals are turned off at regular operations 
Figure 3.1  Schematics of the SRAM-DRAM hybrid cell with (a) 2 1T1c DRAM 
branches, and (b) 2T1C DRAM branches. N branches can be added to the cell with 
trade-off between stored bits and extra load on the internal storage nodes (Q and Qb). 
BL is bit line, BLb is complementary bit line, and WL is world line.   
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to put DRAMs in retention. The cell then resembles a typical 6T SRAM cell bearing 
extra capacitive load at Q and Qb, which increases the SRAM access delay slightly, 
but improves the stability against disturbance and soft errors if one or more DRAM 
branches storing the same information as SRAM are turned ON. 
 
3.4.2   Context Switching between SRAM and DRAM 
To manage active and dormant contexts between SRAM and DRAM branches, 
two new operations are introduced: STORE and RESTORE. STORE operation is used 
when the active SRAM context is stored to a specific DRAM node. The active context 
in SRAM is not affected and remains available. RESTORE operation is used when the 
dormant context in the i-th DRAM node is loaded to SRAM and being refreshed. The 
Figure 3.2  Critical EN rising time with various DRAM capacitances. STORE is 
performed when EN is slower than the critical time; otherwise, RESTORE is 
achieved. 
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ENi is a ramping signal and its rise time determines whether the bit is stored to or 
restored from the i-th DRAM node. Fast rise time allows charges on the DRAM 
capacitor to quickly disturb the SRAM equilibrium and flip the active state if SRAM 
is storing different information as the DRAM node, resulting in a RESTORE 
operation; slow rise time of EN signal lets the DRAM capacitor to gradually charge or 
discharge during the STORE operation while maintaining the original SRAM state due 
to small and slower disturbance.  Therefore, understanding the critical EN signal 
ramping speed is crucial for the hybrid cell operation.  
Fig. 3.2 shows the critical EN rising time that separates the STORE and 
RESTORE, which is around a few nanoseconds and scales with the cross capacitance 
as well as technology. This means the context switching between active and dormant 
context can be achieved within nanoseconds, especially for the RESTORE operation, 
which can be done at sub-nanosecond range. Moreover, this context switching 
between SRAM and DRAM is accomplished internally without going through any 
external data bus, therefore saving time, bandwidth and energy.  Scalability with 
technology means the switching time will be further reduced as the feature size 
Figure 3.3  SNM and SINM for SRAMs composed of RDF, WF and Shifted WF 
devices. 
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becomes smaller. With reasonable DRAM design, the context switching can be easily 
achieved within one nanosecond for the current and future technologies. 
. 
3.4.3   Retention 
Since the hybrid cell requires periodically refreshing the dormant context 
stored in the DRAM nodes, it is necessary to analyze the retention characteristics. 
Retention time is defined as the maximum time after the STORE operation that a 
successful RESTORE operation can still be achieved, which is strongly related to the 
EN pass transistor leakage, Q/Qb node and DRAM capacitances. The relationship 
between retention time and DRAM capacitance is shown in Fig. 3.3. 10 millisecond 
Figure 3.4 RESTORE operation testing sequence and oscilloscope measurements of 
BL, BLb, WL and the external enable signal. DRAM capacitors are directly charged 
by BL, and the process is called forced STORE.  When WL is turned on at the last 
stage, BL resumes ―1‖ and BLb resumes ―0‖, indicating a successful RESTORE 
operation. 
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retention time can be achieved with only 5fF at 130nm, and over 1 millisecond 
retention time is achieved at 65nm.  
 
3.5    Prototype Measurements 
Prototype cells were fabricated in IBM .13µm process with two DRAM 
branches and 5fF load capacitance. The EN pass transistor is the same as the SRAM 
pass transistor in order to reduce leakage. On-chip double-stage buffers sharpen the 
rising edge of the external EN signal to the nanosecond range. EN rising time is then 
fine-tuned through buffer control voltages. STORE and RESTORE operations were 
characterized individually with the translated external EN signals. RESTORE was first 
tested, where the DRAM capacitor was charged through bit line instead of SRAM, 
Figure 3.5 STORE operation testing sequence and oscilloscope measurements of BL, 
BLb, WL and the external enable signal before double buffer sharpening. RESTORE 
rising time is set to be fast enough to guarantee a successful RESTORE.  When WL 
is turned on at the last stage, BL resumes ―1‖ and BLb resumes ―0‖, indicating a 
successful STORE operation. 
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forcing a guaranteed context STORE operation to the DRAMs. STORE was then 
characterized while RESTORE is performed with confidence. Measurement sequences 
and oscilloscope readings are presented in Fig. 3.4 and 3.5 for the two 
characterizations, respectively. 
Fig. 3.6 illustrates the retention measurements of at least 10ms at 5fF cross 
capacitance, which matches the simulated results. Critical EN rising time and retention 
characteristics were then gathered. The range of EN rising time that allows a 
successful RESTORE in the prototype cell is from 0.5ns to 4 ns as shown in Fig. 3.7, 
and lies within the range of the simulated results. The lower limit of 0.5ns is due to the 
limitation of measuring equipment rather than the cell itself. Both conventional 
DRAM (pairs of 1T-1C DRAM) and the 2T-1C cross capacitor DRAM configurations 
Figure 3.6  BL voltages at various retention times. 10ms of retention time can be 
achieved with less than 10% drop from the highest obtainable BL voltage. 
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were fabricated and tested. Hybrid cell with the 2T-1C cross capacitor scheme shows 
better tolerance to mismatches and can achieve successful STORE with EN rising time 
between 8ns to 100ns. On the other hand, cells using pairs of 1T-1C DRAM [4] 
suffered from additional mismatches, and only allowed STORE operation to be 
performed successfully between 8ns to 10ns, as seen in Fig. 3.8, which is significant 
reduction in noise margin compared to the case of the cross capacitor DRAM. This 
improvement in cell stability is caused by the inherent complimentary nature of the 
2T-1C DRAM branch, which is more resilient to noise disturbance and shows promise 
in using cross capacitor for SRAM disturb stabilization. 
 
3.6    Disturb Stabilization 
3.6.1   Disturb Stabilization Analysis  
When both enable transistors are shorted or remain ON, the SRAM data is 
Figure 3.7 Range of enable rising time for achieving a successful RESTORE 
operation is around 0.5ns to 4ns. The lower bond is limited by the instrument 
parasitic. 
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reinforced by the differential DRAM. This is an added bonus for the hybrid cell, and 
can also be deliberately introduced to the conventional SRAM, depending on the 
appropriate applications. 
This stabilization effect were first evaluated through read current noise margins 
(SINM) [5], where the current noise was introduced directly into the internal storage 
node with a linear voltage source ramped from 0 to 1V in 10ns, which is comparable 
to today‘s SRAM access time. This N-curve study is the conventional metric used to 
evaluate the SRAM read stability due to its simple interpretations and broad 
applicability. To analyze how much improvement the additional cross capacitors can 
contribute to the SRAM noise margin, various transistor threshold voltage mismatches 
Figure 3.8 EN rising time range for the hybrid cell with (a) 5fF cross capacitance that 
can achieve a successful STORE operation is between 8ns and 100 ns in prototype 
measurements, but only 8 to 10ns when using (b) a differential 1T-1C DRAM pair 
due to additional mismatches. STORE does not fail in simulation if no mismatch is 
present. 
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were introduced to the inverter pair, following the worst case scenario with stronger 
PFETs and weaker NFETs in different branches. Fig. 3.9 shows an extreme case 
where 200mV mismatch nearly flips the regular SRAM states, while one 5fF cross 
capacitor increases the SINM of the hybrid cell by 11µA. Because no intentional 
mismatch was originally present in the fabricated cells, prototype N-curve 
measurement was performed by lowering the supply voltage to 0.8V and floating the 
bit line in order to further exacerbate the inverter mismatch and cell instability.  Due 
to the impracticability of measuring the Qb node current directly, the current is 
measured from BLb, which results in an appreciable difference in the N-curve shapes 
compared to conventional ones. Word line was slightly boosted in order to observe the 
signature three zero crossings that signify the stable states of SRAM [5]. Results are 
plotted in Fig. 3.10, where one 5fF load capacitor increases the SINM by about 8µA, 
which is around 20% improvement in the measured current noise margin. 
 
Figure 3.9 Read current noise margins (SINM) at 200mV inverter mismatches for 
both regular SRAM and the SRAM-DRAM hybrid cell with 5fF cross capacitor. 
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However, the phenomenon of current switching direction, which should have 
indicated the change of the SRAM states, was not observed in some prototype cells. It 
also has a strong dependency on WL voltage and noise duration. This is because when 
DRAM cross capacitor existed between Q and Qb, extra transient leakage path is 
created. Fig. 3.11 illustrates the simulated transient SRAM states, BLb current, and the 
capacitor current obtained when DRAM EN pass transistors are OFF. Fig. 3.12 shows 
the corresponding results when the cross capacitor branch is turned ON, where the Q 
and Qb still flip even though there is no negative BLb current observed due to the 
additional cross capacitor current. Therefore, the zero crossings of the conventional N-
curve measurement are no longer accurate representations of the internal storage states. 
Although the N-curve still shows the correct trend, it cannot provide appropriate 
predictions for the read current noise margin under transient conditions with capacitive 
load stabilization. Thus, it is crucial to find a more suitable noise margin metric to 
Figure 3.10  Conventional read current noise margin measurements for the hybrid 
cell. BLb currents were shown for EN=0V (no cross capacitor) and EN=1.5V (with 
cross capacitor) 
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analyze the hybrid cell stability performance in dynamic operations. 
 
 
Figure 3.11 The N-curve extracted through BLb, its corresponding SRAM states and 
leakage current through cross capacitor with EN=0V. 
 
Figure 3.12  The N-curve extracted through BLb, its corresponding SRAM states 
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3.6.2   Realization of Both Multi-bit Storage and Disturb Stabilization 
Realization of both multi-bit storage and disturb stabilization may be 
performed with minimum cost for suitable applications. For instance, in multi-context 
register files [4], where there is always a DRAM branch storing the same context as 
SRAM, there is no need to specifically assign extra branch for stabilization. By 
turning on the dormant branch that has the same information of the active context 
during SRAM read, the only overhead will be the time spent turning on the desired 
DRAM.  
 
3.7    Transient Noise Margin 
Limitation of using the conventional N-curve-based noise margin metrics has 
Figure 3.13 A sample illustration of the linear current source at a ramping speed of 
10µA/ns. The transient current noise margin (TINM) is defined when Q and Qb states 
flip. 
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become a major issue as SRAM scales down drastically [6-8]. Read and write 
operations are performed in an increasingly dynamic fashion due to the shrinking 
access time as well as deployment of read/write assist circuits [8].  This time-
dependent aspect of SRAM operation prompts the use of realistic transient disturb for 
characterizing SRAM performance [6-8], because precise timing control plays a 
critical role in evaluating successful read and write operations.  The transient read 
current noise margin (TINM), which is defined as the maximum tolerable current level 
injected through bit line before SRAM fails to maintain its state, is simulated and 
compared to the conventional SINM obtained from the N-curve technique on the 
effectiveness of cross capacitor stabilization. 
A 0 to 100 µA linearly varying current source with various ramping speeds is 
introduced to the hybrid cell to represent time-dependent noise sources during 
dynamic read. This current source will not only aid in capturing the transient noise 
behavior when read operation is initiated, but also the difference of the injected noise 
Figure 3.14 Transient read current noise margin (TINM) under various inverter 
mismatches and noise injection speeds with no cross capacitor (EN=0V). 
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Figure 3.15 TINM differences with and without 5fF cross capacitor under various 
inverter mismatches and noise injection speeds. 
 
charges from various pulse durations, which represent scaling effect of the access time. 
The current ramping speed is directly related to the noise pulse duration. A slower 
ramping speed allows the same amplitude of noise to be injected into SRAM with a 
longer duration, therefore allowing more time for the internal feedback to counter the 
noise.  
For example, 10µA/ns ramping speed means the SRAM will see a total of 
0.5pC of charge injection in 10ns, which is referenced to a typical SRAM access time. 
On the other hand, 40µA/ns ramping speed denotes a scenario where the noise level 
reaches 100 µA with only ¼ of the total charge injected compared to that of the 
10µA/ns. The TINM is then recorded at the noise amplitude when the SRAM fails to 
maintain its original state, as illustrated in Fig. 3.13. TINMs for various current 
injection speeds against inverter mismatches up to 200mV are summarized in Fig. 
3.14 for a conventional SRAM without the cross capacitor. The higher the ramping 
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Figure 3.16 TINM for various cross capacitances with 200 mV inverter pair 
mismatch and 10ns noise duration. 
 
speed, the shorter the noise pulse, and therefore the larger the read current noise 
margin, as it has fewer noise charges to flip the original SRAM states. 
 Fig. 3.15 shows the TINM improvement comparison between SRAM with 
and without the 5fF cross capacitor. Improvement on the TINM from the cross 
capacitor scales with the noise injection speed, meaning the enhancement in SRAM 
read stabilization actually increases as the access time scales down. TINM also 
improves when the cross capacitance increases due to more charges stored on the 
hybrid cell, making it more difficult to disturb the states, as indicated in Fig. 3.16. 
Both SINM and TINM metrics show similar trend, with SINM smaller than TINM, as 
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Figure 3.17 SINM and TINM with various inverter mismatches and capacitances for 




3.8    Conclusion 
In this brief, circuit characteristics of the hybrid SRAM-DRAM cell with cross 
capacitors are analyzed. The integrated cell is capable of storing multiple contexts 
within one cell and achieving nanoseconds internal swapping between active data in 
SRAM and dormant data in DRAM nodes. Data movement direction depends on the 
critical EN signal ramping time, which scales with technologies and cross 
capacitances. At 5fF load capacitance, we achieved 10‘s ms of retention time in the 
DRAMs, small increase in access delay, and energy and space saving for context-
switching applications. 
Prototype cells were fabricated and the measurements agree well with 
simulation predictions. Immunity to read disturb and mismatches was observed in the 
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hybrid cell with cross capacitors. Improvement in read current noise margin is evident 
in both simulation and measurements. Limitation of the conventional N-curve SINM 
is analyzed and compared to TINM. 
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CHAPTER 4 
IMPLICATIONS OF VARIATION SOURCES ON FLASH PHYSICAL 
UNCLONABLE FUNCTION DESIGN AND USAGE 
 
4.1   Abstract 
Universal process variations in Flash physical systems are identified and 
decomposed into layout, intrinsic, stress and bit-wise fluctuation sources.  The study 
shows the understanding of systematic variations and noise sources are essential for 
improving security and reliability of FPUFs. Bit-wise variations are proven to be 
originated mainly from random dopant fluctuation, which is indeed truly random and 
impossible to duplicate. Overall, this chapter provides a theoretical foundation of 
FPUFs whereas previous PUF studies rely only on experimental evidence for its 
security and entropy. Algorithms to generate crypto keys from Flash Physical 
Unclonable Functions (FPUFs) for security applications are illustrated. Corresponding 
maximum entropies are calculated. The fact that FPUF can generate as many crypto 
bits as plaintext without much penalty shows promises in a more secured data coding 
scheme.  A simple example is used to demontrate the flexibility of manipulating 
FPUF bits to quickly generate large amount of crypto keys, although a more advanced 
algorithm is required for actual security applications, which will leave to become 
future work.  
 
4.2   Introduction to Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) 
Researchers have recently demonstrated that inherent manufacturing variations 
can be exploited to authenticate an IC instance or generate unique secrets for each chip. 
This primitive is named Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs). PUF is a physical 
one-way function that provides unique challenge-response pairs based on the intrinsic, 
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uncontrollable but reproducible randomness of the implementing device. First set of 
PUF implementations are based on optical interference patterns [14]. Later on, Silicon 
based PUFs have gradually gained popularity due to its CMOS compatibility and more 
general applications in electronic systems. 
PUF implementations are traditionally classified into two general types. First is 
delay-based PUFs that utilizes the different digital circuit delay of seemingly identical 
pathways, such as ring oscillator [4, 19] and arbiter [10] PUFs. Second category is 
memory-based PUFs that based on the mismatched bistable cells whose behavior is 
affected by the intrinsic process variations. This type of PUFs include SRAM [5, 6], 
latch [9, 18], D flip-flop [11] and buskeeper [17] PUFs. Recently, a different type of 
memory PUF based on Flash memory (FPUF) has been proposed [15, 22, 23], which 
exploits the program/erase time variations among Flash cells. 
So far, studies on PUFs have been largely focused on experiments to 
demonstrate that there exist enough variations to distinguish individual chip 
fingerprints. Few detailed characterizations of the physical mechanisms behind the 
variations have been incorporated into these studies [6, 22]. Unfortunately, without 
concrete definition and modeling of the physical variation sources, it is almost 
impossible to generalize the experimental conclusions to a variety of different devices, 
circuits and systems. In particular, technologies used to implement silicon based PUFs 
change very quickly due to the drastic scaling of the feature size. Only by physical 
modeling of the PUF physical origins, we can guarantee that proper PUF 
characteristics can be extended to different technology nodes, and other manufacturers. 
This chapter presents a semiconductor device level modeling and analysis to 
understand underlying physical mechanisms behind variations in FPUFs, and 
discusses their implications for designing secure and reliable protocols. To the best of 
our knowledge, this study is the first to underpin the physical mechanisms of FPUFs. 
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Two major categories of variations are discussed: manufacturing and 
operational. Manufacturing variations are important in determining the uniqueness and 
consistency of FPUF. This type of variation sources first include layout and design-
induced systematic fluctuations that are highly correlated among similar chips, 
reducing the overall independency of the FPUF bits. The other intrinsic random 
variations mainly originate from random discrete dopant fluctuations that are 
impossible to duplicate in current technologies. Variations caused by the field 
operations present main challenges for making FPUF time invariant, but enable 
stegonography by introducing user-defined biases [23]. Major variation sources 
include cyclic endurance aging effects caused by program/erase stress, bit-wise 
fluctuations caused by random telegraph noise (RTN), and block-level erase effects. 
All of these variations can significantly impact the proper use of FPUF, and 
discussions are given to improve the system reliability, consistency and security. 
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.3 provides an 
overview of the FPUF basics and comparison with other conventional PUF 
implementations. Section 4.4 discusses about manufacturing variations mentioned in 
Chapter 1 and implications on FPUF designs. Section 4.5 illustrates the variations in 
the field and methods to reduce FPUF fluctuations and improve consistency. Section 
4.6 illustrates the quantization algorithms and the corresponding bit entropies. Section 
4.7 discusses a simple example of utilizing FPUF in data encryption. Finally section 
4.8 concludes the paper. 
 
4.3   Overview on Flash Physical Unclonable Function (FPUF) 
The concept of FPUF is first suggested in [15] for producing signatures to 
authenticate chips and generate cryptographic keys. It is especially attractive because, 
unlike prior PUFs, FPUFs do not require any custom hardware circuits, and the Open 
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NAND Flash interface (ONFi) [13] sufficiently provides universal extraction methods 
for most of the commercial Flash chips. Experiments on producing FPUFs have been 
successfully carried out on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components [22]. 
FPUFs can be extracted based on a technique called partial or aborted 
programming. Figure 4.1 illustrates the schematic of a conventional NAND Flash 
memory cell and its equivalent circuit. During programming operation, Fowler-
Nordheim tunneling current (IFN) injects charges on the floating gate, increasing the 
threshold voltage (   ) of the underlying transistor. When enough charges are stored 
in the floating gate,      of the specific cell will change to produce different levels of 
channel current, thus differentiating the stored state. Larger channel current is defined 
as a binary “1”, while smaller channel current as binary “0”. 
The initial     without charge stored on the floating gate is different from cell 
to cell due to process variations.     difference also induces changes in IFN and hence 
the specific program time. Hence, each individual cell will require different number of 
partial program pulses to change state. This partial program number varies 
distinctively from bit to bit, page to page and chip to chip [11], and therefore can be 
Figure 4.1 Flash memory cell schematics and equivalent operating circuit. 
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considered as a unique PUF function. 
FPUFs have several practical advantages over other PUF implementations. In 
addition to the wide applicability, FPUF extractions do not require a power cycle 
compared to the PUFs based on bi-stable elements [5, 6, 9, 11, 18]. Since Flash is one 
of the most aggressively scaled technologies, FPUF is also superior in bit capacity 
compared to other PUFs. A sample comparison is presented in Table 1 for 65nm 
technologies; results are partially calculated from [8]. 
 
4.4   Manufacturing Variations in Flash PUF 
4.4.1   Layout Variations 
PUFs need to generate outputs that are unique and reproducible for each chip. 
Ideally, each PUF bit should be independent and random. Thus, any systematic 
Table 4.1 Bit capacity per area comparisons for various PUFs  
Table 4.2 Flash chips tested for FPUF investigations 
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variations presented in the PUF bits should be carefully examined and extracted. The 
source of the randomness of the FPUF should also be identified for better 
understanding of the technology independency as well as technology scaling effects.  
Manufacturing variations will be first discussed, which refer to the variation 
sources that originate from the initial fabrication process.  Variations caused by field 
variations will then be presented. 
The experiments in this study are mostly performed on Hynix SLC chips due 
to the available technology nodes for technology scaling analysis. Micron SLC chips 
are used for comparison of results from a different manufacturer. 
For each Flash chip, the average page FPUF is obtained by averaging the bit-
level partial program pulse numbers for a particular page. This average page PUF is 
Figure 4.2 Systematic layout variations in two Flash chips with the same part 
number. Average page PUF is produced for each of the 64 pages for (a) chip 1 and 
(b) chip 2. The similar page to page fluctuation with high correlation is observed, 
even when the chips are not from the same wafer or lot.   
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then plotted for every page across the same block for several blocks. Results from two 
identical Hynix 50nm chips are presented in Fig. 4.2. 
A consistent systematic variation can be seen among average page FPUFs for 
all the blocks. If a specific page in block 5 requires higher-than-average partial 
program number, the corresponding page in all other block also requires higher 
average partial program numbers. This cyclic fluctuation is highly correlated among 
blocks in the same chip with a correlation coefficient as high as 0.99. Similar 
fluctuation patterns have been found in other chips with the same part number, and the 
correlation coefficient is around 0.88. 
Because this page-wise fluctuation is consistent with all the blocks and also 
highly correlated for various chips, the contributor of this systematic variation has to 
come from a universal variation source that is the same for all blocks and chips 
fabricated in the same manufacturing process. Since it cannot come from spatial 
variation alone that varies from chip to chip, it is reasonable to attribute this prominent 
systematic effect to the layout design that are unique to the same group of products. 
 
4.4.2   Spatial Variations 
Besides layout variations, spatial variations caused by topography interaction 
with the fabrication process can contribute to extra biasing on the FPUF distributions.  
Spatial variations come from sources such as layer deposition gradient and 
pattern planarization in chemical mechanical polishing [3], which can result in intra-
die variations. These chip-level deviations highly depend on the die locations on their 
corresponding wafers, and can cause substantial FPUF biasing from chip to chip. 
In order to observe the spatial variation components of the FPUFs, block 
averages across three similar chips are plotted in Fig. 4.3. Each curve represents the 
average partial program pulse number for over 4000 blocks throughout the chip. 
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Similar parabolic shapes and small fluctuations in similar block addresses are present 
for all chips. 
The fluctuation in the block average FPUF across the chip is highly correlated 
among all three chips, with an average correlation coefficient of 0.76. Because it is 
very unlikely that all three chips come from the same spatial wafer location, the high 
Figure 4.4 Correlations of Flash fingerprint measurements obtained from the same 
page and with different pages. 
 
Figure 4.3 Fluctuations across 4000 blocks in three chips of the same part number 
but from different production lots and wafers. The three curves show high 
correlations in general shape and fluctuations due to layout. The large off-set in curve 
locations, however, is attributed to spatial variations. 
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correlation should be additionally attributed to the systematic layout-induced 
variations, as previously discussed. However, there is a clear offset in the block 
average among three chips. This offset is not a layout systematic component and very 
likely comes from the die spatial location difference, which can be attributed to a 
spatial variation component of the manufacturing variations. 
                                      
4.4.3   Intrinsic Variations  
Flash page-level fingerprints are unique and robust enough to be used to 
authenticate individual chips [15, 22]. It has been reported that the average correlation 
coefficient for the same page is on the order of 0.97 and fingerprints extracted from 
different pages, either the same page from different chips or different pages from the 
same chip, have an average correlation coefficient around 0.0076 [22]. Fig. 4.4 
illustrates an example of FPUF correlations between two measurements on the same 
block. Only the FPUFs extracted from the same page have correlation coefficients 
close to 1, and FPUF correlations between different pages are all close to 0. 
 Previous studies [15, 22] all simply contributed this randomness to general 
intrinsic process variations of Flash memory, but no detailed characterization and 
modeling have been performed. It is crucial to understand this source of random 
variation in order to determine if the uniqueness and robustness of the FPUF are 
indeed universally applicable, and not just a phenomenon presented in the limited 
selection of Flash chips. 
Some of the candidates include the predominant intrinsic variation sources in 
sub-100nm MOS devices: random dopant fluctuation (RDF) and line edge roughness 
(LER), as mentioned in Chapter 1. RDF refers to the random fluctuation of the 
relatively small number of dopants and their discrete microscopic arrangement in the 
channel region, which will lead to significant variations in threshold voltage and drive 
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current. [1,24,25]. The LER is caused by tolerances inherent to materials and tools 
used in the lithography process [25]. When considering the total intrinsic variations, 
RDF dominates the overall contributions before the 20nm technology node. When 
technology scales further than 20nm, additional variation sources are very likely 
originated from LER [25].  
Due to the additional floating gate and control dielectric, as shown in Fig. 4.1 
and mentioned in Chapter 1, Flash memory can suffer more severely from RDF 
compared to conventional logic devices due to the larger effective oxide thickness 
(EOT) from the control gate.  In order to analyze the physical origins of the 
randomness, FPUF distributions are translated to threshold voltage distributions, and 
then fitted to RDF analytical models [1, 24]. Detailed analyses are listed in the 
appendix. Fig. 4.5 confirms the translated     distribution from FPUF resembles an 
RDF Gaussian distribution. However, since some other noise source can also cause 
data to be similar to a Gaussian shape, the scaling effect of RDF is extracted. 
Three Flash chips from different technologies are characterized, which are 
34nm, 50nm and 90nm. Since RDF is more severe as device scales further, a device 
Figure 4.5 Example of (a) FPUF distribution and (b) translated threshold voltage 
distribution with Normal fitting. 
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with a smaller feature size should result in a larger standard deviation. According to 
Equation 1.1, device from these three generations should increase as 1/ √   
decreases. The extracted threshold voltage distributions are graphed in Fig. 4.6 with 
their respective normal fittings. Chips from the 34nm technology shows largest spread 
in the threshold voltage distributions, just as predicted. The expected standard 
devications of RDF induced threshold voltage variations and the experimentally 
extracted ones are compared and plotted in Fig. 4.7. It is clear that the two scaling 
trends match very well, confirming that up to 34nm nodes, the major contributor to the 
overall Flash process variation is still RDF. This is because LER, which should 
become significant around 20nm for logic devices [25], is less severe for Flash 
memory due to the reduced sensitivity between gate and channel.   
Figure 4.6 Translated threshold voltage distributions from three technology 
generations and the respective normal fittings. 
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4.4.4   Implications in FPUF design  
Systematic variations can degrade the uniqueness and entropy of FPUFs. In 
order to assess the effect of the layout and design induced variations, Diehard 
randomness tests [12] are performed for FPUFs containing systematic components and 
for FPUFs with systematic component removed from their page average. The tests are 
performed between FPUFs from the same chip and FPUFs created by concatenating 
Figure 4.7 Expected scaling trend of RDF induced threshold voltage variations [25] 
and experimental translated ones from Flash chips measurements vs different 
technology nodes. The translated threshold voltage distribution is in arbitrary unit 
(AU) because of the additional gate coupling ratio for Flash memory that is not there 
for logic devices [25], which generally results in larger threshold voltage distributions 
caused by the lack of gate control to the channel due to additional floating gate and 
control dielectrics. However, the scaling trend is still valid to compare between the 
two CMOS devices among various technology nodes.  
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same-page FPUFs from multiple chips with highly correlated systematic variations. 
Sample p-values are shown in Table 4.3. OQSO (Overlapping-Quadruples-Sparse-
Occupancy) and DNA are two randomness tests from the Diehard suite, and p value 
close to one suggesting data fail the specific category. By removing the systematic 
components from the FPUF bits, improvement on the randomness is evident in both 
cases of OQSO and DNA tests. 
On the other hand, determining RDF as the major source of FPUF variations 
proves that FPUFs can be extracted from any Flash memory chips on bulk CMOS 
processes, since it is a universal phenomenon and cannot be fully controlled or 
duplicated by today’s fabrication technology. Extensive modeling attempts have also 
been conducted to recreate RDF effects [17, 18], but today’s computing power is still 
insufficient for carrying out 3-D “atomistic” simulations on a large statistical scale to 
accurately depict the RDF behavior. Therefore, cloning the FPUFs that originate from 
RDF effect will be extremely difficult. 
Table 4.3 Diehard tests on FPUFs with and without systematic components.  
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4.5    Variations in the Field 
4.5.1   Stress-induced Variation 
Uniqueness and reproducibility are both important for reliable use of FPUFs in 
practical settings. Reproducibility accounts for how well a certain FPUF can produce 
the same output response for the same input challenge when noise sources are 
presented in the physical system [21]. This section will discuss the field variation 
sources for Flash memory that may reduce the reproducibility of the FPUFs, and 
potential solutions to improve their reliability. Previous studies [22, 23] have 
suggested that repetitive program and erase (P/E) cycles can alter the partial program 
time of Flash cells due to cyclic endurance aging effects, thus changing its device 
Figure 4.8 P/E stress effect on (a) average partial program numbers and (b) FPUF 
correlation coefficients. 
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signature. This stress effect can be isolated from the manufacturing variations because 
RDF and LER should not be directly affected by P/E stress.  
Fig. 4.8 (a) illustrates how page average changes as P/E cycles increase. 
Correlation coefficients of fresh and stressed FPUFs from the same pages are plotted 
in Fig. 4.8 (b). The decrease in correlation suggests that FPUFs are becoming 
increasingly different as the P/E stress level rises.   
Decrease of the average partial program number suggests increasing of the 
tunneling current, which is very likely caused by the additional trap-assisted tunneling 
and bias-temperature instability (BTI). Generation of trap site as P/E stress increase is 
consistent with the model of stress induced leakage current (SILC) [7]. 
 
4.5.2   Random Telegraph Noise 
Although the FPUF responses are reasonably unique for different chips from 
correlation studies, when the same PUF bits are measured multiple times, the bit-wise 
partial program times have non-negligible fluctuations as depicted in Fig. 4.9. This 
Figure 4.9 Bit-wise fluctuations for multiple FPUF measurements. 
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can affect the reproducibility of FPUFs when used as crypto keys or authentication. 
An example of bit-wise fluctuation is analyzed via power spectral density; 
results are plotted in Fig. 4.10 (a). A clear 1/f
x
 relationship can be observed, and line 
fitting yields an x value around 1.8. These x power coefficients were then extracted for 
multiple bits within a page and the results are shown in Fig. 4.10 (b). The average x is 
around 1.7 and most of the values are within 1 to 2. This proves that bit-wise 
fluctuations in general display shot noise behavior. In addition, this relationship 
closely resembles a 1/f
2
 characteristic. This fits the profile of random telegraph noise 
(RTN) behavior very well, especially for low frequencies [20]. 
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4.5.3   Block-level Erase Effect 
We present a NC memory configuration. During the experiments carried out in 
section 4.2, some bits fluctuate together in the same measurement. Sample correlation 
coefficients on how these bits fluctuate among 5000 FPUF measurements are plotted 
in Fig. 4.11. A substantial percentage of bits have fluctuation correlation coefficients 
around 0.5. 
If the bit-wise fluctuation is purely due to RTN as previously discussed, each 
bit should fluctuate independently. This suggests that there is additional global 
variation source presented. Observation from the same experiments have confirmed 
that conventional full erase operation  dynamically adjusts the erase time during each 
block erase, and therefore can add a global bias to the bit-wise fluctuations. For 
confirmation, an erase operation with fixed erase time was performed in order to 
remove the block erase bias. The resulting bit-wise fluctuation correlations are also 
plotted in Fig. 4.11. The correlation drops significantly compared to using 
Figure 4.11 Bit-wise fluctuation correlation distributions obtained with (a) regular 
erase or (b) fixed erase. 
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dynamically adjusted full erase operations. 
 
4.5.4   Implications for FPUF design 
Bit-wise fluctuation originating from RTN is globally presented in all Flash 
memory devices and cannot be fully eliminated through current fabrication processes. 
Although this RTN feature is inherently useful in learning parity with noise (LPN) 
protocols [2], when FPUFs are directly used from a bit-wise perspective, reduction of 
this variation over time will be crucial to improving the reliability and reproducibility 
of FPUFs.  
Because the origin of this variation is RTN, the variations are generally split 
into two levels caused by capture and emission of the trapped carriers [20]. When 
measured multiple times, the probabilities of FPUFs fluctuating upwards or 
downwards usually cancel out over time, which provides means of reducing the FPUF 
variations through averaging several measurements from the same physical system.  
This RTN effect also illustrates the improper assumption of independence when low 
correlation coefficients are extracted, as the fluctuations from true randomness can 
mask other systematic components. 
Fig. 4.12 illustrates the reproducibility as a function of number of averaging 
measurements to extract FPUF.  The percentage of partial program number variation 
of individually tested bits is plotted for both cases of dynamic and fixed block erase. 
On average, over 8% partial program number fluctuations existed for direct use of 
one-time extraction of FPUFs, and a significant number of bits have variations 
exceeding 20% of the original partial program numbers. By averaging 10 
measurements to produce new FPUFs, bit-wise fluctuations can be reduced to below 
4%, with few bits exceeding 10% difference. 
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If averaging measurements are used to reduce FPUF variations, global erase 
can add undesirable bias between each group of measurements, since full erase times 
are dynamically adjusted and hard to control. Effects on FPUFs obtained by 
Figure 4.12 Percentage of partial program number variations of FPUF responses 
obtained between single measurements and between averaged measurements. 
 
Figure 4.13 Average percentage bit-wise fluctuations between FPUFs with full erase 
and fixed erase against number of averaged measurements. 
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conventional full erase and fixed-time erase are plotted in Fig. 4.13. Global erase 
biasing can reduce the consistency of the extracted FPUF due to its dynamic nature. 
 
4.6    Quantization Algorithms and Respective Maximum Entropies 
4.6.1   Short-and-Long Bits  
 Physical unclonable function (PUF) is a one-way function based on the 
intrinsic, uncontrollable but reproducible randomness of the implementing physical 
system. Various IC instances have been exploited to realize PUFs, which usually 
require custom circuits to obtain limited amount of output bits [5, 10, 19]. Flash 
memory based PUFs (FPUFs) [22, 23] have several practical advantages over other 
implementations, such as wide applicability and independency of power cycles [5]. 
Since Flash is one of the most aggressively scaled cells, FPUF is also superior in bit 
capacity compared to other PUFs [26]. The analog nature of the FPUF responses can 
also provide additional entropy compared to the digital outputs of prior PUF 
implementations. All of these unique characteristics of FPUFs are extremely attractive 
for embedded system security applications. 
Unlike all prior PUF implementations, FPUF responses are unique in a sense 
that they are analog numbers with finite precision errors, which can be quantized in 
many different ways to generate crypto keys for various applications. Intuitively, 
partial program number (PPN) of an individual Flash cell can be used to generate a 
single PUF bit. A simple quantization algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4.14.  
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Flash cells requiring more partial program numbers than a certain threshold 
value can be thought as “long” bits with an assigned value “1”. Cells requiring less 
partial program numbers can be thought as “short” bits with digital value “0”.  If N 
Flash cells are read sequentially to generate crypto keys, and the threshold level is set 
so that 0’s and 1’s are nearly equally distributed, the maximum entropy will simply be 
N bits. If permutation of Flash cells is allowed to generate keys [27], then the 
maximum entropy of the system will be log2(N!). Since bit capacity per unit area of 
FPUF is orders of magnitude higher than other PUF implementations in the same 
technology [26], entropy of FPUF system can be superior with very large N. 
 
4.6.2   Pair-wise Comparison 
Due to random telegraph noise (RTN) induced variations during operations 
[26], cells with PPN close to threshold level may have large bit error rate and reduced 
overall FPUF consistency. A different way to generate independent bits is pair-wise 
comparison, which is similar to extracting arbiter [10] and ring oscillator PUFs [19]. If 
Figure 4.14 Simple short-long quantization algorithm for FPUF. 
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Flash cell A requires higher PPN than adjacent Flash cell B, then the comparison will 
yield a “1”, otherwise the result will be “0”.  Fig. 4.15 shows the experimental 
probability of the pair-wise comparison result equal to “1” over all pages in a block. 
The probability of randomly obtaining “0” or “1” is almost evenly distributed. This 
demonstrates each pair-wise comparison has entropy close to 1 bit. Similar 
distributions can be obtained from different cell pairings as well. 
 
4.6.3   Cell-wise and Pair-wise Entropies 
Since the FPUF response are extracted as analog numbers of PPN, the 
corresponding maximum cell-wise and pair-wise entropies can be much greater than 1 
bit depending on different quantization methods.   Fig. 4.16 (a) and (b) illustrate the 
probability mass functions (PMFs) of single and pair-wise Flash partial program 
number distributions respectively. 
Corresponding entropies can be calculated from PMFs based on Shannon 
entropy [28]. On average, maximum single cell entropy is close to 9 bits and pair-wise 
Figure 4.15 Probabilities of pair-wise comparison yield value ―1‖ across all pages in 
a block. 
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entropy is around 9.7 bits.  Different quantization methods will reduce the cell-wise 
and pair-wise entropies accordingly, with lower bound close to 1 bit per cell or per 
pair. 
 
4.7    Future Possibility for Data Encryption 
Previously, FPUF is applied only to generating unique authentication 
signatures and challenge-response pairs [19, 22, 23]. Advantages in bit capacity, 
entropy and extraction method allow FPUFs to generate as many bits as plaintext with 
ease, unlike conventional binary PUFs. This denotes promises in a secured 
information coding scheme due to the analog characteristic of PPN, which permits 
various manipulations to the original FPUF responses, thus providing additional 
security to the encrypted information. A simple example is demonstrated in Table 4.4 
just to show the potential of utilizing FPUF in a slightly different way, where neither 
perfect encryption algorithm nor superior security is assumed in this particular 
example.  
Figure 4.16 PMF for (a) single Flash cell (b) pair-wise partial program number 
distributions. 
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 FPUF outputs are first digitized through short-and-long quantization with 
threshold set at distribution median of PPNmed equals to 265. Long bits are chosen to 
be part of the pad, because additional manipulation can be performed to create the 
actual crypto keys in use. There are many ways to manipulate the initial FPUF, and a 
simple one is to apply additional partial program pulses to the pad bits before 
extracting the crypto key. In practice, which cells and how many additional PPN will 
be applied can be determined through password-generated hash functions, either based 
on symmetric keys or public keys. For the sake of demonstration, a universal 400 
partial program pulses are applied to all pad bits, and new PPN can be obtained by the 
intended reader. The encrypted text is then created through XOR. With the correct 
crypto key, the reader can successfully retrieve the plaintext. This is by no means a 
secured or matured way to generate crypto keys using FPUFs, since simply appling 
400 partial program pulses are easily detected, but just as a demonstration of the 
flexibility of FPUF. More secured and advanced algorithm is required for actual 
applications, which will belong to the future work.  
Since the pad are generated based on FPUF, without obtaining the physical 
Table 4.4 Simple example of utilizing quantized FPUF for data encryption.  
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Flash chip, attacker has no chance of retrieving the plaintext, just as OTP. If somehow 
the attacker obtained the Flash chip, the additional manipulation to the original FPUF 
can result in a 50% bit error rate, as demonstrated in the example. 
 
4.8    Conclusion 
This study illustrates the importance of characterizing the physical 
mechanisms behind FPUFs. FPUF physical origins are decomposed into two major 
categories: (1) manufacturing variations that include systematic and intrinsic random 
components; (2) field variations that come from RTN and aging and affect the 
reproducibility of FPUFs. Strong systematic variations can severely degrade the 
uniqueness and entropy of the FPUF bits, and should be properly removed in 
appropriate security applications. Bit-wise FPUF fluctuation is caused by inherent 
RTN during operations, and ways to improve FPUF designs in both uniqueness and 
reliability are discussed.. Erase fluctuation can add undesired global biases, but can be 
alleviated by fixing the erase time.  
This study also demonstrates possible ways to utilize the analog responses 
extracted from FPUF for embedded security applications. Entropies associated with 
various quantization methods are discussed, and maximum bit-wise and pair-wise 
entropies are also given, which are significantly higher than the conventional digital 
outputs. Example of utilizing the generated FPUF bits with their analog nature is 
illustrated, which demonstrtated the flexibility of FPUF for data encryption that is 
different with any other binary coding scheme. This unique analog nature of the 
response allows more extensive manipulations to the original FPUF, potentially 
creating additional information security. 
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CHAPTER 5 
PROBING THE ORBITAL LEVELS OF ENGINEERED FULLERENIC 
MOLECULES FROM A NONVOLATILE MEMORY CELL 
 
5.1   Abstract 
The Coulomb blockade behavior was observed for both C60-PCBM and C70-
PCBM at room temperature utilizing a nonvolatile memory cell fabricated through a 
liquid-transfer process. Room-temperature and low-temperature (10K) electrical 
characterizations verified the blockade effect was originated from both molecular 
energy levels and single electron charging energy. Molecular orbital energy was 
extracted and shown good agreement with the literature [1]. The successful integration 
and operation of this hybrid structure signified a strong potential for molecule-based 
electronic device design. The mono-disperse nature of the molecules is the natural way 
to eliminate inherent process variations.  
 
5.2   Introduction 
Engineered fullerenic molecules (EFM) are chemical derivatives of neat 
fullerene molecules with multiple functionalities.  The mono-dispersed nanoscale 
size of EFM brings forth improved scalability and reduced device variations. The 
redox capability [2] and electrical conductivity [3] of EFM are notably different from 
pristine fullerenes and offer more flexibility in tailoring the fabrication process and 
device characteristics. Most importantly, chemical functionalization in EFM alters the 
electronic structure of the molecule, creating programmable HOMO-LUMO levels [4] 
which are crucial for designing resonant tunneling barrier for Flash memory to 
overcome the scaling bottleneck [5]. This chemical derivation also grants EFM large 
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solubility at room temperature that enables wafer-level fluid-transfer process, which 
may ease both the process control and manufacture cost in the case of 
commercialization. 
 
5.3   Experiments 
A Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) capacitor structure in the gate stack of 
conventional flash memory cell [6] was fabricated and electrically characterized. The 
experimental splits are listed in Fig. 5.1. The device was fabricated on top of a 4‖ p-
type silicon substrate, with a 3nm thermally grown tunnel oxide. Floating gates for 
charge storage including design splits of two different EFM species were formed on 
top of the tunnel oxide.  
All EFMs used in the experiment were chemically synthesized at Nano-C Inc. 
and received as powder form with over 99% purity. Sample S1 is the control device 
Figure 5.1 (a) Design splits of the EFM gate stack: S1 is the control sample, S2 
contains C60-PCBM floating gate, and S3 contains C70-PCBM floating gate. (b) 
Chemical structure of the C60-PCBM molecule. (c) Chemical structure of the C70-
PCBM molecule. 
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without any embedded EFM. Samples S2 and S3 integrate fluid-transferred C60-
PCBM and C70-PCBM through the room-temperature spin-coating method using 
toluene as the solvent. The pristine C60 and C70 are not included in the control samples 
due to the low solubility. 
The initial spin-coating recipe was developed based on the model of 
Newtonian liquid on a rotating disk [7], and later improved through experimental 
trials. The targeted concentration was calculated to be 0.5 mg/ml based on an 




 as the floating gate layer [5]. The 
EFM solution was prepared in the glove box with Ar ambient, and the spin-coating 
process was performed subsequently at the speed of 2000 rpm.  The toluene residuals 
were then cleaned through evaporation in a nitrogen purge ambient at 250ºC for 15 
hours. An evaporated SiO2 of 2nm is deposited to protect the EFM and to enable the 
atomic layer deposition (ALD) of the Al2O3 control dielectric with 18nm thickness, 
confirmed by Woollam spectroscopic ellipsometer.  E-gun evaporated 100nm Cr and 
50nm Al were used as metal gate and patterned through wet chemical etch. Reactive 
ion etching is then used to pattern the remaining gate stack to avoid formation of a 
large-area floating gate (FG) across the entire wafer. Finally, a 400ºC annealing was 
performed in the forming gas for 30min to passivate the interface and enhance metal 
conductivity.  
 
5.4   Discussion 
High-frequency (1MHz) capacitance-voltage (CV) measurements were 
performed on all samples by a Keithley 590 CV analyzer at both room temperature 
and low temperature (10K). The extracted flat-band voltage shift (∆VFB) versus 
programming voltage (VProgram) is illustrated in Fig.5. 2 (a) and (b) for C60-PCBM and 
C70-PCBM respectively.  
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Discrete charge injection manifests as ∆VFB plateaus and can be discerned 
clearly for both C60-PCBM and C70-PCBM; minimal difference is seen between the 
two temperatures, proving that the Coulomb staircase behaviour observed at room 
temperature did not arise from Frenkel-Poole (F-P) conduction in the control dielectric 
[5], but rather due to the interaction of the LUMO levels of the EFM in the program 
operation. This is also confirmed by the low density of the interface and trap states 
shown in the control sample S1, where only negligible ∆VFB is present up to 12V. The 
flatness of the plateaus in Fig. 5.2, representing minimal energy dispersion, is a strong 
indication that the solution-phase protocol did keep the integrity of the EFM 
molecules. Otherwise disintegrated molecules would produce a continuous increase of 
VFB, dictating a distribution of energy levels. Similar results were obtained in the case 
of C70-PCBM as seen from Fig. 5.2 (b).  
The Coulomb staircase or blockade behavior originates from both the 
Figure 5.2 Room-temperature and low-temperature (10K) high frequency CV 
measurements on toluene-spin-coated (a) C60-PCBM and (b) C70-PCBM in 
comparison with the control sample S1. 
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electronic states of the EFM and the self capacitance (CFG) of the molecules due to 
their small sizes. The band diagram and the unit cell schematic are portrayed in Fig. 
5.3.  
The capacitive coupling among the gate, the molecule and the substrate are 
modeled by a series of capacitors similar to the conventional continuous floating-gate 
devices. When the gate voltage (VG) is swept, the potential on the embedded EFMs 
(∆EEFM) also changes accordingly. Adjusting the EFM potential is equivalent to 
shifting the energy levels of the EFMs in the band diagram, and can be thought as 
sweeping the EFM energy levels relative to the Si conduction band edge ESi_C. The 
coupling capacitance C1_3D and C2_3D are established using the three-dimensional 
(3D) electrostatic model [8, 9]. 
In order to initiate electron injection into the lowest available EFM energy 
level--LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital), ∆EEFM should be large enough to 
overcome the offset between ESi_C and the LUMO level. Secondly, the LUMO level 
need to be moved further to give the extra electron charging energy (ECH) difference 
Figure 5.3 (a) Band diagram and (b) schematic of the MOS capacitor gate stack [8, 
9]. 
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required for the electron to inject into the LUMO level. The electrostatic energy ECH is 
approximated through the 3D model. These relationships can be summarized in the 
following equations. 
 
∆EEFM= Band offset between ESi_C and LUMO + ECH                 (5.1)  
                              
ECH =e
2
/CFG                                                 (5.2)  
                                                                                                                                                                              
CFG= C1_3D + C2_3D                                        (5.3)  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
From the experimental data in Fig. 5.4, the starting point of the Coulomb 
plateau represents the initiation of the electron injection. By extracting the ΔEEFM and 
calculating the ECH, an estimation of the LUMO level of the EFMs can be obtained.  
Figure 5.4 (a) ∆EEFM extraction from ∆VFB for C60-PCBM.  (b)  The band diagram 
from calculated C60-PCBM molecular orbital. 
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For illustration, ∆EEFM required for entering the first plateau of C60-PCBM was 
extracted from the low temperature measurements to be 2.11eV as illustrated in Fig. 
5.4 (a). For the 3D electrostatic model, molecules were modeled as rigid metal spheres 
in a 2D lattice. The unit cell area, which directly related to the number density (N), 
was extracted through ∆VFB, as depicted in Equations (5.4) and (5.5).  
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k is a correction constant translating the capacitance ratio to ∆VFB, which is 
usually very close to unity; R3D is the 3D channel-control factor,  A is the unit cell 
area, Tconl is the thickness of the control dielectric and  εconl is the permittivity of the 
control dielectric[8, 9].   
For C60-PCBM, the molecular diameter was chosen within a range of 
0.7~1.2nm to encompass both the physical radius of C60 and the reported van der Waal 
radius of C60-PCBM [10]. The corresponding CFG in the gate stack was roughly 
0.56~0.6(e/V), which gave an ECH around 1.6~1.7eV. This number is the single 
electron charging energy and corresponds well with the duration of the first plateau 
(Fig. 5.4 (a)). 
 Due to the extremely low density of the interface state, Fermi-level pinning 
due the charge neutrality level (CNL) [11] may not be significant, and the molecules 
were assumed to be initially neutral. Therefore, according to Equation (1), the LUMO 
level of the C60-PCBM was determined to be -3.7eV (Fig. 5.4 b), matching the 
published data very well [1]. For C70-PCBM, similar calculations were carried out 
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with the effective diameter of the molecule between 0.8~1.4nm, which corresponds to 
an ECH around 2.3~2.4eV. The ∆EEFM was extracted to be 2.27eV, which gave the 
LUMO level of C70-PCBM around -4.0eV. This lower LUMO level observed in C70-
PCBM is consistent with previous studies on the electronic structures of their pristine 
counter parts, where C70 has a lower LUMO level compared to C60 [12]. 
 
5.5   Conclusion 
We A nonvolatile memory cell was employed in this study to evaluate the 
molecular energy levels of the selected EFM species. Room-temperature Coulomb 
staircase was successfully demonstrated for both C60-PCBM and C70-PCBM with very 
low interface trap density in the fluid-transfer process. The extracted LUMO levels 
corresponded well with literature [1]. This investigation paves way for a 
nondestructive method to characterize the electronic structure of molecules as well as 
fluid-transfer process integration for hybrid molecular electronic devices.  
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6.1    Summary of Major Contributions 
The major contributions of the work described in this dissertation are 
summarized as follows: 
1. The severity of process variations on scaled SRAM is demonstrated 
through careful examinations of the RDF effects on a prototype 22nm 
SRAM. Monte Carlo technique is incorporated to establish a more realistic 
doping profile, and 3D atomistic simulations are performed to generate 
individual transistor response as well as SNM and SINM. The study also 
confirms that replicating the RDF induced electrical characteristic on a 
large scale requires extensive computational power.  
2. A hybrid SRAM-DRAM cell with cross capacitor is proposed to provide 
both multi-bit storage capability, mismatch tolerance, and disturb 
stabilization to mitigate the severe SRAM scaling challenges concluded 
from previous studies.  
3. CMOS variability sources are decomposed and characterized to provide 
theoretical foundations for better implementation of FPUF, which is a 
unique way to utilize inherent process variation in Flash memory for 
security applications.  
4. Engineered fullerenic molecules are explored to understand their energy 
states when embedded in NVM gate stack, paving way towards hybrid 
molecular integration with tunable tunneling barrier. The inherently mono-
dispersed molecule size brings forth reduced device variations. 
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6.2    Suggestions for Future Work 
6.2.1  Flash Rank Modulation 
Besides the additional work mentioned at the end of Chapter 4 on finding a 
suitable algorithm to utilize the full analog nature of the FPUF for data encryption, 
potentials on exploiting partial program operation, which is a unique way to show 
device-level characteristics without any additional hardware, may pave way towards 
implementing a very interesting idea, called Flash rank modulation [1].  
 Conventional Flash memory data are represented by the absolute threshold 
voltage values. As illustrated in Fig.6.1, single-level cell (SLC) has larger memory 
window between the two distinctive states, allowing faster access time and availability 
Figure 6.1 Conventional Flash memory programmed states for SLC and MLC 
devices.   
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for embedded applications, but can only store one bit per cell. Multi-level cell (MLC) 
on the other hand, can store two or more bits per cell, but suffers from reduced access 
speed due to requirement on controlling the accuracy and reliability caused by the 
reduced memory windows [2]. Many performance optimizing codes have been 
proposed based on the conventional data representation in hopes of achieving higher 
bit capacity without the penalties on accuracy and reliability [3-6]. 
Recently, a new coding scheme that changes how data is fundamentally 
represented in Flash memory has been proposed, which is called Flash rank 
modulation [1,7].  Instead of using absolute     values to represent data, rank 
modulation uses the relative order of cell levels from a group to convey information. 
This method does not only help with overshoot problems during MLC program 
operation, but also relax the necessity of having global erase when altering the stored 
data [8]. For example, if a group of 3 cells are used to store a single information 
packet, six possible permutations can be represented: (1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 2), (2, 1, 3), (2, 3, 
1), (3, 1, 2) and (3, 2, 1). Therefore, a 3-cell group can store equivalent of log26≈ 2.6 
binary bits.  Because the data is represented in a relative format, the absolute     
Table 6.1 Relationship between group size N and resulted equivalent bit capacity [1].  
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values for all the cells are not important as long as their relative ranks are maintained, 
which makes this method much more tolerant to process and field variations. In 
addition, if different data need to be stored in these 3 cells, only additional program 
operation is required to raise the relative level of the desired cells, instead of doing a 
global erase that is costly in both energy and time [1]. The third advantage of rank 
modulation is its potential in increasing data capacity per cell. Table 6.1 lists the 
relationship between group size N and equivalent bit capacity log2N! for N<0 ; results 
with N>= 10 can be calculated through Sterling approximation. 
 
6.2.2  Trial Implementation with Partial Program Operation 
In literature, rank modulation scheme is still in a very primitive stage [1, 8, 9], 
and suggestions on its implementation usually require elaborated custom circuitry [10] 
However, the partial program operation mentioned in Chapter 4 may shine some light 
on this topic. Preliminary analysis and experimental results are summarized below; the 
experiment was proposed to implement rank modulation in SLC to improve data 
Figure 6.2 SLC rank modulation algorithm utilizing partial program operations.  
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capacity in embedded applications without any custom circuitry. The same 
commercial off-the-shelf testing board mentioned in Chapter 4 is utilized in this setup.  
Group of 8 cells (B0, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7) are used to represent a single rank 
formation, and theoretically can represent 15.3 binary bits, which is close to MLC bit 
capacity. The generic program and read operations are illustrated in Fig. 6.2, and 
preliminary algorithms are explained below. 
Due to process variations mentioned in Chapter 1, each Flash cell requires 
different number of partial program pulses to be switched from erased state ―1‖ to 
programed state ―0‖. This initial set of partial program numbers for all 8 cells is called 
Mpp = (Mpp0, Mpp1, Mpp2, Mpp3, Mpp4, Mpp5, Mpp6, Mpp7). Program operation 
is achieved by initially partial program 8 cells with a set of numbers called program 
vector (PV) = (P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7). PV is pre-determined by the rank 
vector (RV) = (5, 6, 3, 7, 4, 1, 8, 2), which represents the desired relative ranks 
between cells. The stored rank is then read out as the bit switch sequence, represented 
by a set of additional partial program pulses called Npp = (Npp0, Npp1, Npp2, Npp3, 
Npp4, Npp5, Npp6, Npp7). Smaller Npp meaning the cell require fewer partial 
program pulses, therefore switches quicker than cells with larger Npp. Some 
preliminary experiment results are shown below in Table 6.2. 
Table 6.2 Sample program and read operation results for rank modulation.  
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Unfortunately, the resulted bit error rate (BER) was not acceptable for every 
day computation. 200 additional experiments were performed and the readouts are 
plotted in Fig. 6.3. It is observed that, although on average the read results represent 
the correct rank, due to the high level of dynamic fluctuations mentioned in Chapter1, 
such as RTN, the BER for a single read is too much for a reliable read. However, if 
new algorithms or scheme can be developed in the future, rank modulation is still a 
very promising research direction. 
Figure 6.3 Read results for rank vector = (5, 6, 3, 7, 4, 1, 8, 2) with 200 samples.   
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